
Codebreaker Worksheet Answers

Pig Pen Code

Can you figure out what this says? 



Codebreaker Worksheet Answers

Caesar Cipher

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

AL VLR RKABOPQXKA X ZXBPXO ZFMEBO? 

Answer: DO YOU UNDERSTAND A CAESAR CIPHER? 
(letters have been shifted three backwards) 

Write your own message using a Caesar Cipher below: 

Acrostic Paragraph Code
How are you today? Everything is well with me. Lovely 
weather we’re having. Perhaps you would like to meet up 
with me? My mother is also well. Except her back of 
course. I am really excited to hear from you. Here is 
some information about my week. At least once I will 
admire the weather. Very hot I hear? Entirely 
unexpected. Because we don’t usually get weather so 
fine. Evidently it’s a sign of the times. Enormously good 
fun though. Not if you forget sun cream, however. Kids 
love the nice weather. I do too. Don’t worry about me by 
the way. Nothing wrong at all. And I am having a 
wonderful time. Perhaps you could write me a letter in 
reply though, nothing too fancy. Paint me a picture of 
what you’re up too. Even if you don’t, I will be thinking 
of you. Dearest wishes. X 

Can you figure out the secret message hidden in this 
letter? 

Clue: Look at the sentences... 

Answer: HELP ME I HAVE BEEN KIDNAPPED 
(Take the first letter of every sentence) 
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Nth Letter Cipher
Key: 10 

I am writing to you to book tickets and plan our long journey 
right to the townhouse. There is a theatre that I an old friend 
described a while ago. Leave me to believe in fate then.

Can you find the secret message hidden in the letter above?

Answer: GO NORTH AND WAIT

(Look at every 10th letter)

Date Shift Cipher
Key: 02/09/45 (end of World War 2)

T j ib gtdg ib ifsa tx g w aek xrhe aod osoy tqi pea
0209 4502 09 4502 09 4 5020 9450 209 4502 094 502

Clue: This is similar to a Caesar cipher

Answer: THIS CODE IS EASY TO CRACK ONCE YOU KNOW THE KEY

(Each letter is shifted in a date cipher. So, the first letter is 
shifted 0 places, the second letter is shifted 2 places, the 
third letter is shifted 0 places, the fourth is shifted 9 places 
etc.)




